
How to Upgrade the Firmware on the Explorer

Using Version 3.33 or Higher.

Download
Unzip the this file by double clicking it. Depending on how your computer opens up zip files

either follow the or directions and save in a Directory called

Double click on the file. You should have a screen like this.

Upgrader.zip

Extract Unzip Upgrader.

Upgrader.exe

Download or move the firmware upgrade to the Directory.

Using or go to the folder and open it.

Upgrader

Windows Explorer My Computer Upgrader

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

Select Browse and navigate to the folder. Double click on the Firmware version

you are uploading to the Explorer. In this example we are using .

Click on the arrow in the area. Choose the port your Explorer is connected to.

Generally it will be or .

Upgrader

Exp_3.33

Select a Port

Lpt1 USB

7.

8.

9.

7.

8.

9.
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When using Windows Vista and connected via USB port you must be using

version 1.07 or higher of the USBSetup utility.

If connected via USB turn on the Explorer while holding down the F3 key prior to opening

the Upgrader utility. See step 11 for details.
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On the hold down the button if you are using the Parallel connection (Lpt1).

Hold down the if you are connected using the USB cable.

Turn the and continue to hold the or button until the laser display

says , or ( ).

Press the Start button on the program. When the process bar reaches 100%

choose the option.

you did everything correctly the laser display will be flashing various messages. When
the firmware has fully loaded the Explorer will initialize itself. Once it has fully turned on

and homed itself press the for Function on the control panel of the Explorer.

Press the once to .

Press the Key.

Press the to reach

Press and use the to choose

Press and again to Confirm when prompted.
The machine will now reset it’s self.

Explorer F2

F3

On Explorer F2, F3

Boot Loader in parallel script USB script

Upgrader

Close

If

F4

Down Arrow Machine Settings

Enter

Up Arrow Reset.

Enter Down Arrow System.

Enter, Enter

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Synrad Laser

Use this Model

E 30V

E 60T

E 100T

30 watt model

60 watt model

100 watt model

Deos Laser

Use this Model

E 35 30 and 35 watt models
E 40 40 watt model
E 50 50 watt model

E 75 75 watt model
E 100 G 100 and 120 watt model

E 60 60 watt model

100 watt WATER cooled Explorers use a unique version of the firmware.
Only use the firmware specific to the Water Cooled model.

Follow the directions on page 3 to choose the correct laser tube model. Use the charts

above to know which choice matches your machine’s configuration. The underlined

portion is what the control panel will display as you scroll though the choices.

It is critical you have the correct laser tube model selected in the firmware.

You will need to set the Laser Tube Model if any of the following apply.

To determine the Laser Tube model in your Explorer(s)

Follow the directions on page 4.

If you are upgrading firmware that is older than version 3.25.

If you do a User Reset.
If you are installing a new Main Board.
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How to select the correct laser Tube Model on an Explorer using Firmware

Version 3.33 or higher.

Hold down the and turn the

Explorer keeping the Down Arrow
depressed until the screen looks like above

Down Arrow

On

Press the once, then press

when l is selected.

Down Arrow Enter

Laser Tube Mode

User the and to select the
correct value that matches your machine.
See the Charts below for the correct values.

Press when the choice has been made

Left Right Arrows

F1

Synrad Laser

Use this Model

E 30V

E 60T

E 100T

30 watt model

60 watt model

100 watt model

Deos Laser

Use this Model

E 35 30 and 35 watt models
E 40 40 watt model
E 50 50 watt model

E 75 75 watt model
E 100 G 100 and 120 watt model

E 60 60 watt model

Press toF4 Save. The Explorer will reboot and be ready
for use.

100 watt WATER cooled Explorers use a unique version of the firmware.
Only use the firmware specific to the Water Cooled model.
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100 watt WATER cooled Explorers use a unique version of the firmware.
Only use the firmware specific to the Water Cooled model.

How to determine the manufacturer of the Laser Tube in your
Explorer or Spirit.

1. If you have an Explorer (No lights in cabinet) the tube is manufactured by Coherent/Deos.
2. If you have White Paper label instead of the Black Anodized label (shown below) on the back

of the machine the tube is manufactured by Coherent/Deos.
3. If your machine has a Black Anodized label as shown below it may be manufactured by either

Coherent/Deos or Synrad. Those with Black Anodized label go to step 4.
4. Find the Model Number. If there is a letter at the end such as on the left tag it is a Synrad Laser.

If there is no letter at the end the tube is manufactured by Coherent/Deos.

Tube Manufactured by Synrad
Letter at the end of Model #

Tube Manufactured by Coherent/Deos.
No Letter at the end of Model #
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